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I met a man at church on saturday
he said I’m here because I’m sick
and after sick I’ll be dead
and once I’m dead I’ll be saved

I played an atheist on judgment day
If we’re all here because we are picked
well I was picked with no faith
so once I’m saved don’t mean shit

I can tell we found the rhythm
and oh…we can obey
but if they don’t pray
then they don’t mean a thing

I got my fathers stitch on mother’s day
it does appear life’s a bitch
but I’m a dick just the same

because we’re the same don’t mean shit

we can’t all forget how to be son of man

afraid that the wait has only
given away this opportunity
lucky for me, the sun it sets
and it sets on and on again

they learn the sea, for they will swim
I will learn the sea tonight. I will learn.
they learn the sea (they're gonna burn tonight), 
for they will swim (they're burning now) 
I bet they cannot, forget their landmark

I met a man at church on saturday
He said I’m here because I’m sick
but we all drop just the same
and when we drop we will learn to bounce

I believe in everything you tell me because
I believe in everything you show because
I can see it all

Having trouble getting over insecurities?
I am the wall
if you cannot forget this I will remain
you will not fall
I found that the wait has only
given away this opportunity
lucky for me, the sun it sets
it sets on and on, again

we all can’t be a sun of man
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